
NEW ZEALAND WOOL COLLECTION
Welcome to ÄNG Studios’ inaugural rug and pillow collection. All the rugs and pillows in our New Zealand 
Wool Collection are made by hand in India. The material we use is the finest wool available: 100% natural 
New Zealand wool, famous for its superior quality, beautiful white colour and luxurious softness.  
The wool is shipped by boat to India where it is washed, spun and dyed using only environmentally friendly 
chemicals before its woven into rugs and pillows by skilled artisans. 

The New Zealand Wool Collection features two patterns that are each available in three colourways.  
The LOVIKKA pattern is named after a small town by the Torne river in the North of Sweden, renowned  
for its traditional knitted Lovikka mittens. The name of the other pattern, LODGE, alludes to cosy lodge 
moments by the fire. Both LOVIKKA and LODGE will bring style, softness and warmth to your home.  
The rugs can be custom-ordered to fit your desired measurements. The pillow cases come in two sizes:  
60 x 60 cm and 100 x 100 cm. If you care for it properly, an authentic ÄNG rug or pillow will last a lifetime.

COST
The New Zealand Wool Collection rugs are priced at €698/m2, recommended retail price incl VAT. Pillow cases cost 
€253 (60×60 cm) and €425 (100×100 cm), inner pillow not included. The price includes home delivery in Stockholm.

DELIVERY TIME 
All rugs and pillows are made by hand in India and can also be made to measure. Accordingly, allow for 6-12 weeks  
from placing your order until the rug enriches your home and approximately 4 weeks for the pillow cases.

RUG AND PILLOW CARE
Material: 100% New Zealand Wool.
Care instructions: Using an attachment without bristles, and with your vacuum cleaner set at the lowest level  
of suction, draw the vacuum cleaner gently over the rug without rubbing.
Stains: Remove stains immediately by dabbing them directly with cold water and soap. Dab dry with a dry microfiber cloth. 
Laundry: We recommend using a laundry service that specializes in rugs.

Because we use completely natural materials, rugs may vary by up to 3 cm in size and by up to 5 percent in color. 

LODGE LIGHT GRAY
ART.NO. nzw_lod_lightcro_cro
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LOVIKKA IVORY
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LODGE IVORY
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LODGE DARK GRAY
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